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“A Children’s Books Super Quick Read” bringing
together proven facts and information then
presenting them in a fun, easy-to-understand
manner to promote thoughtful discussion.
Designed for kids grades 4 - 7 and actually anyone interested in
learning about sharks, but simply does not have the time nor desire
to read large amounts of material with complicated words and
concepts.
Complete with “fun” illustrations, key facts are presented in a
concise, classroom-type manner. To emphasize important points,
interaction occurs between the “Ocean Rescue Squad” shark figure,
and “Carrots”, a fictional character.
Discover how sharks play an important role in helping to clean and
protect our oceans, which in turn leads to cleaner air for us to
breathe. They also help to reduce global warming and support the
economy. Information provided will hopefully inspire discussion on
current environmental issues.

Sample: Sharks: Ocean Rescue Squad content

eBook $3.99
Download available in pdf document,
kpf (Kindle) digital, mobi digital or
epub3 digital format.
ISBN 978-0-9812402-2-0
Paperback $9.99
Is available on many publishing
plaforms including Amazon, Barnes
and Nobel among many others.
Prices may vary.
ISBN 978-0-9812402-5-1
Free colouring book featuring 20
sharks and related facts in pdf
format, also included in the purchase
price.
10% of proceeds received
from the sale of
Sharks: Ocean Rescue Squad
will go toward shark conservation.
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About Carol
After over 40 years in a business career that spanned several
industries, Carol is now doing what she has always secretly
wanted to do. Write kids books.
Having so much fun with her family when they were young has
inspired Carol to incorporate her love of writing into a vision of
creating a series of fun books for kids…helping them to learn
about absolutely everything under the sun and beyond. This
also gives her a chance to learn about the things she’s always
wanted to know but never had the time.
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